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Marcie,  
  
And what I mean is, prove me wrong when I say that you all are CAUSING the scientific fraud of Veritox to 
remain in policy and courts to harm the lives of thousands -- because you don't really give a damn about other 
people and just like to gossip based on stupid stuff.  Here's your chance to prove me wrong if you can. 
  
I sent this to several people today: 
  
Do you want to know if I, Sharon Kramer, am telling the truth or not, when I say that I hold the KEY to stopping 
US physicians being misinformed that illness "Could not be" caused by mold toxins - with the implication 
being that the severely sick are lying about a water damaged building making them so sick; and for the purpose 
of staving off financial responsibility for causation and care of environmental disability?  
  
If you want to know, please sign the PETITION to CA's Chief Justice and Court Administrator, that is embedded 
in this link: Katy's Exposure "ODE TO TOXIC MOLD SUFFERERS & Intent to Sue Ca's Chief Justice et.al." 
http://wp.me/plYPz-3Dr 
  
All they have to do is quit stalling and either prove or disprove if I am telling the truth about their AOC 
employees/court clerks, falsifying material court docs in SLAPP suits initiated by USDOJ mold expert defense 
witnesses, Veritox; while the falsified court documents aid the scientific fraud, penned by Veritox, to continue in 
policies and courts.  
  
I predict that Cal court leaders are going to continue to stall because they can't prove the docs are valid-- IF 
people don't let them know that they are watching what they do.  
  
The main falsified court document is the 2008 judgment from the first case, submitted by Mr. Kelman of Veritox 
and his "legal" counsel, Mr. Scheuer, as the sole foundation to the second   
  
Void judgments can't be used for any purpose; and officers of the courts have been using this one to harass me 
while having no subject matter jurisdiction for now over five years. Void Judgment = No Subject Matter 
Jurisdiction = No Judicial Immunity for fleecing the public with federal contractors, Veritox, via a SLAPP suit over 
a writing of how the scientific fraud became policy. 
  
It is beyond me how anyone sick from mold, or any professed advocate for the sick; science, Constitutional law, 
and freedom of speech on the Interent -- would not want to help force the Cal court leaders to either prove me 
wrong or mitigate the damage to the public for the extrinsic fraud when they can't - with so much at stake for so 
many.   
  
Also see the "Excuses abound of why no one talks" embedded link for some of the known reasons of why those 
who advocate for environmentally injured, promotion of true science and law, integrity in the courts, and freedom 
from oppression for telling the truth of gov't wrongs on the Internet; remain MUM and thus aid the multifaceted 
public fleecings to continue.  
  
If you agree with this statement, "TOXC MOLD! I want to know if extrinsic fraud is fleecing the U.S. Public" 
then sign the one sentence Petition, please.  



http://petitions.moveon.org/sign/toxic-mold-i-want-to 
  
It could help save a lot of lives if they know people are watching what the Director of the CA Administration of the 
Offices of the Courts (AOC), does when provided irrefutable evidence of his subordinates falsifying material court 
docs in SLAPP; and that people know AOC/JC Legal Services just tried to skirt addressing the problem on his 
behalf and that of the Chief Justice of CA - who is also Chairwoman of the Judicial Council (JC).  
  
As the saying goes, "Evil flourishes when good men (and women) stand by and do nothing." 
  
I know what some of you are thinking, and you are absolutely right.  I'm a ball breaker -- when so many lives are 
at stake because so much fraud continues. I could REALLY use your help to make this stop.  
  
Loud Public outcry and Sunlight can go a long way to stopping fraud in government when one can prove its 
criminally collusive. http://petitions.moveon.org/sign/toxic-mold-i-want-to 
  
And for those of you who doubt me, here's your chance to make the AOC Director prove me wrong for calling you 
conflicted cowards, who won't speak out to stop a massive public fleecing because of your own interests - or are 
someone who relies on the gossip mill and idiots to get your misinformation that you spread to others of what's at 
stake for the public via the matter of Kelman & Veritox v Kramer -- without knowing what the Hell you are talking 
about!  Here's your chance to prove me wrong! :) 
http://petitions.moveon.org/sign/toxic-mold-i-want-to 
  
I make mistakes sometimes, but I am not wrong about this.  I could really use some help to stop Veritox's 
scientific fraud from harming anymore people via systemic corruption in the California courts.  
  
Your non-committal signature of what you believe or disbelieve of the matter, on this one sentence petition to the 
CA Chief Justice and AOC director could help many, much. 
http://petitions.moveon.org/sign/toxic-mold-i-want-to 
  
And to those who have helped so much in the past, THANK YOU!!!! 
  
Ye Ole Ball Breaker! 
Mrs. Kramer 
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